
Pacer Football F.A.M.I.L.Y., 
 
It has been a busy 24+ hours since I shared word of a positive COVID test for one of our 
coaches. For the sake of transparency while also respecting the privacy of individual players and 
families, here's where we stand as of 6:00pm on Sunday: 

• Coach Koschnitzke is quarantined until September 27th due to his positive test. He 
thankfully continues to be in relatively good health with minor symptoms including a 
cough and low-grade fever.  

• A handful of players have been tested this weekend with one positive result, two negative 
results, and one still pending. A few others have also shared with me that they're not 
feeling all that well but are hoping symptoms will go away soon.  

• Administration has shared with me that only those with positive tests are required to stay 
home and have to do so for the 10-day time frame that was given to them. Anyone who is 
feeling ill in any way should stay home and monitor symptoms but can return to school 
once they feel better. I'm including Mr. Koestler and Mr. Scriver on this email in case 
they need to chime in and clarify that language.  

As a result, we feel that it is in the best interest of the kids and families of our program to cancel 
tomorrow's JV game and cancel varsity practice as well in an abundance of caution. I don't like 
taking an opportunity to compete away from our JV kids nor do I like cancelling practice but we 
do so in the hopes of keeping the rest of our season on track with healthy players and families. 
Hopefully everyone wakes up on Tuesday feeling really well and ready to get back to it.  
 
Thank you to those of you have communicated with me thus far today. For anyone else who has 
questions or concerns, don't be afraid to reach out. Thanks also for your patience as we continue 
to navigate these muddy waters while trying to give your boys the best experience possible.  
 
In all things, Run to W.I.N. and Go Pacers! 
 
--  
In Christ's Service, 
 
Paul Huebner, MA 
Admissions Director | Head Football Coach | Assistant Track & Field Coach 
Math Department Chair | WFCA Region Rep 
huebnerp@slhs.us | office: 262-859-2595 ext. 219 |  cell: 262-939-0044 
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